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5D WET CINEMA - 6 D.O.F.

Modular upgradable 5D wet cinema with motion seats

WET CINEMA

 Modular upgradeable 5D Motion Ride Cinema Seats
 Interactive wet Cinema with water, coming out from the ceiling!
 You are planning a movie with real water effects that come from the ceiling, a real wet
cinema and effects not only with water spray.
 Your visitors should experience full action?
 Wet Cinema with full motion seats between 3 or / and 6 axis. With normal cinema seats no
chance. Our Motion Seats are water resistant.
 Attractions 5D Movie Theater with Full Motion Seats for 24 persons takes visitors on an
amazing adventure with effect chairs and many features & online support, customized
branding, for amusement, hotel, center, park, performer, museum product presentation,
motion ride and many more...
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Features & setup
 new 5D Cinema concept and technic
 motion seats - insensitive to water
 wind and smoke effects
 control room
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Storyboard & original idea
 water spray to extreme water
 our idea - your projects, customized to your needs and budget
 the visitors in an event center come with water-proof clothing or swimsuit
in the wet cinema, toasty water falls from the ceiling, movie synchronized
 technical solution and costs by agreement
 water installation of local company
 available also in 3D or 4D
 and more …
Optional more effects & features
 chair vibrates
 wind (can be regulated proportionally)
 fog or smoke effects
 new films and movies - Film update & settings
 and more …

5D WET CINEMA for 24 system chairs
5D WET CINEMA for 30 system chairs
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